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ABSTRACT
Equipment users have reported to TMC experiences of mirror obscuration during inclement
weather. Testing has confirmed cab and mirror design contributes to the concentrated flow of
air that can contain water borne dirt. Large windshield wipers sweep significant fluid off the
windshield and into the air flow path of the mirror heads, resulting in dirt deposits on the mirror
surface. TMC has determined that a generic field fix cannot be developed since the causal
factors are different for each manufacturer’s vehicle design. Therefore, TMC recommends that
equipment users experiencing this problem should contact the manufacturer’s service department for the recommended field action applicable to their particular vehicle or vehicles.
BACKGROUND
The issue of mirror obscuration during inclement weather was first brought to the attention
of TMC’s S.4 Cab & Controls Study Group by
callers to the Council‘s weekly radio program
“Tech Talk with TMC,” heard Tuesday’s on The
Dave Nemo Show on SiriusXM. The issue was
further identified during a subsequent vision
survey of drivers conducted by TMC’s Vision
Devices Task Force. Based on the results and
comments received, TMC’s S.4 Cab & Controls
Study Group decided to create a separate
Task Force to investigate the causal factors
of this phenomenon and possibly recommend
a field fix.

CAUSAL FACTORS
The Truck Manufacturers Association (TMA)
conducted aerodynamic testing of mirrors to
establish the potential aerodynamic improvement and the resulting fuel economy gain by
eliminating the mirrors from the side of the
vehicle. This testing revealed an inadvertent
consequence of the improved aerodynamics.
The testing indicated cab and mirror design
contributes to the concentrated flow of air that
can contain water borne dirt (See Figure 1).
Large windshield wipers sweep significant fluid
off the windshield and into the air flow path of
the mirror heads resulting in dirt deposits on the
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Figure 1: Air flow around mirror head off windshield (plan views)
mirror surface (See Figure 2). This confirms
the issue raised by drivers to TMC.

Several mirror design parameters are important
contributors: the frontal area, the shape, alignment and placement of the mirror housing. A
mirror is designed to fit with a particular cab,
and the mirror housing is curved and positioned
with respect to the A-pillar and cowl for proper
vision. Unfortunately this creates a vortex.
The mirror mounting structure has a minimal
number of protrusions since in total it forms a
complex system with a large vortex/wake.
RECOMMENDED ACTION
The integrated design parameters are not
changeable once the manufacturer has built
the vehicle so a fix has to be added to the
vehicle to disrupt the air flow depositing road
dirt to the mirror surface. TMC has determined
that a generic field fix cannot be developed
since the causal factors are different for each
manufacturer’s vehicle design. Therefore,
TMC recommends that equipment users
experiencing this problem should contact the
manufacturer’s service department for the
recommended field action applicable to their
particular vehicle or vehicles.

Figure 2: Example of Mirror Soiling
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